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CHAIRMAN: The meeting is called to order.

Today we will resume the discussion on Chapter I and, in

order that we can conclude our work today on both Chapter I

and Chapter II, I would like to put a time limit to the

further discussion on Chapter I. We will endeavour to

finish Chapter I in an hours

After the discussion on Chapter I, it will be desirable

for the drafting sub-committee to take a vote on the question

which was raised by the Belgian Delegate in his speech

yesterday and which is: "Does the Commission approve of the

principle inherent in the Belgian and South African proposals,

of stating first the purposes of the Organization and then

the means by which these purposes may be attained?"

There is a further question which has developed out of

the discussion which we had yesterday, and that is the order

in which the establishment of the International Trade

Organization should come; that is, whether it should come

at the beginning or at the end. That, however, I think is

more a matter of drafting, which we could leave for the

subcommittee to decide in the light of the discussion which

has taken place in the Commission.

Does the Delegate of India wish to speak to the question

of procedure or the question of substance?

Mr. D.P.KARMARKAR (India): Mr. Chairman, since the

whole of this Chapter was kept over for discussion, I should like

to concentrate our attention on the United States amendment

regarding Article 1, Paragraph 2, namely, "To develop the

economic resources of the world by encouraging the international

flow of capital . . .", if that is permissible,
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CHAIRMAN: When we adjourned yesterday the Delegate of

New Zealand was on my list of speakers, so I will give the floor

first to the Delegate of New Zealand and then to the Delegate of

India, unless there are any questions with regard to the point

of procedure I have mentioned.

The Delegate of New Zealand.

Mr. L.C.WEBB (New Zealand): Mr. Chairman, I will not keep

the Delegate of India waiting more than a brief moment. You have,

I think, adequately defined the issues which we have to decide

here today and I am only sorry that the New Zealand Delegation

did not realise the legal terrors which there are in Chapter I.

We had to travel very light and we left our legal export behind,

so I feel it is perhaps adequate if I indicate that the New

Zealand Delegation, in its simplicity, had rather a liking for

the New York Draft of Chapter I.

We realise that, as Mr. Wilcox said yesterday, it has many

redundancies and one or two points of bad drafting and some

repetition. We like it because it seems to us to have the right

distribution of emphasis; that is, it seems to us that the

objectives are set out in the right order and with the right

emphasis, and in this respect we agree pretty completely with

what was said yesterday by the Delegate of Australia.

We are anxious about the order of these and the emphasis
which is given to the objectives - I am not sure whether I should

really be using the word "purposes", but perhaps it will be

understood what I mean - and in particular we are anxious that

such objectives as the maintenance of full employment and maximum

demand shall keep the due place which they hve in the New York

Draft.
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Now, the American proposal has undoubtedly had the virtue of

clear drafting and logical order, but it has, for us, two

difficulties. The first, is that we believe that it does

substantially alter the emphasis of the New York Draft, and I would

call attention to just one example of that. I think the Delegate

of Australia gave an example yesterday. The example I had in

mind was the proposed United States amendment to paragraph 4 of

Article 1. There we talk about facilitating the solution of

problems in the field of international trade, employment and

economic development. The United States amendment to that article

reduces the whole thing to a matter of international trade, and makes

the employment problem, as it were, merely incidental to trade

problems. It seems to include employment problems within trade

problems. I do not know whether that was the intention of the

United States Draft, but it seems to me to convey that impression

very strongly.

We also find the United States Draft unsatisfactory and, if I

am appearing to be critical of the United States Draft it is because

it seems to us the best of the drafts submitted. We feel in

agreement with the Delegate of Cuba when he said that a weakness of

that draft is that it does leave the creation of the International

Trade Organization until very late in the draft, and that it slips

out almost as an afterthought. That seems to us to be very

definitely a weakness.

Now we come to the final question which revolves round this

business of purposes or objectives and provisions, and I must say

that I would find it extraordinarily difficult to vote on the bare

issue, as you have defined it, because, although you have defined

it very clearly, I still find difficulty in seeing the

implications of adopting one course or the other, because it seems

to ma that if, for instance, you. were going to adopt the Belgian

proposal, then you have to take the Belgian proposal in its present
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form or in some revised form, and work through the Charter. I am

not sure what the results would be then. I would, however, say

this, that we have always felt one difficulty which is that, being

under the impression that there was a difference between objectives

and purposes an the one hand and provisions on the other, we have

felt that there is some possibility of conflict, The Charter has
of

in it a sort/fastidious form - a great number of political and

economic philosophies. It has in it the philosophy of liberal

trade, it has in it the sort of state control philosophy or fall

employment, and it seems to us that there is a very real possibility

that a country carrying out a policy of full employment through

measures of economic control, which you. have got to take in the

policy of full employment, may find itself in conflict or

difficulties over some of the liberal trade provisions of the

Charter and that, we think, is a consideration which should be borne

in mind in any proposal to telescope purposes and provisions.
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CHAIRMAN: The Delegate of India.

MR. D.P. KARMARKAR (India ):Mr. Chairman, I should admit at

the outset that regarding the general purposes of the Organization,
the Indian Delegation feels that the requirements of the situation

in respect of the work of the Trade Organization are sufficiently

satisfied by the original Draft.

Now, as regards the other Drafts offered to us for consideration,

the Indian Delegation, apart from one of theamendments proposed

by the American Delegation, are in general agreement with the way

in which the American Delegate put this Draft.

There are also other things that the Indian Delegation are

interested in, but in view of the briefness of the time at our

disposal, I should like to invite the attention of the Commission

tp one particular point on which the Indian Delegation feel very

Strongly.

The Indian Delegation amongst others was one of those who

proposed, at the London meeting, that there should be, amongst the

objectives or General Purposes for which the Organization should

stand, one definite object, namely, that covered by sub-paragraph 3

of Article 1 "To encourage and assist the industrial and general

economic development of Member countries, particularly of those

still in the early stages of industrial development'. Now, in the

opinion of the Indian Delegation.Mr.Chairman, the way in which

this paragraph is sought to beamended by theAmericanDelegationn

is not exactly satisfactory. There was oeMmenrit bouwt the

~urposes stated in theorigienal Draft, nd that was that it put

te; question of the economicdCeelopment of industrially backward

nations in a prominent position. ImigLht es sadc that teo

proposed pararxaph, which would replacethiss paragraph, nmeoly;
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to develop the economic resources of the world (I am leaving out

the question of investment for the time being) and otherwise

assist those still in the early stages of industrial development,

broadly covers the point of view which was originally intended by

sub-paragraph 3 of article 1, as it now stands in the original

Draft, but, Mr. Chairman,. if I may say so, the difference lies in

the emphasis - and the emphasis was perfectly clear in the original
Draft - but in the proposed draft the emphasis is shifted onto the

development of economic resources of the world in general, and our

attention is diverted by what follows, namely, by encouraging the

international flow of capital. So, it comes to this, that one of

the objectives of this Organization as now proposed by the

american Delegation - "To encourage and assist the

industrial and generaleconomic development of Member countries,

particularly of those still in the early states of industrial

development" stands, but the emphasis is shifted onto the means by

which this development is sought to be achieved, and that is

precisely where the Indian Delegation feel differently on this point.

Now, it is obvious, Mr. Chairman, that international investment

can only be said to be one of the means of economic development,

and is by no means the most important, nor canit be said that in

all circumstances international investment alone occupies the

primary place. For instanceArticle 12 in Chapter IV recognises

this in the first sentence of that Article"Progressive economic

development is dependent upon adequate supplies of capitalfunds,

materials, equipment, advanced technology, trained workers and

managerial skill". We fail to see, very respectfully, why, of all

the various means of economic development mentioned in Article 12,

international investment alone should be selected, for special

mention in the Purposes of the Charter and thereby given a special

emphasis or priority. If international investment alone is



mentioned vary prominently to the exclusion of other means of economic

development, we think tht we thereby run the risk of implying

something, which may not be really intended, namely, that

international investment is of greater importance or urgency
than other means of economic development. We are afraid that

such implication may result in giving a wrong direction to the

policy of the International Tradee Organization.
Secondly, Mr. Chairman, the draft appears to imply that, so

far as international capital is concerned, the only thing we need do

is to encourage it to flow freely into productive investments. It

might be misunderstood to rest on the belief that so long as

international capital goes into productive investments, it needs

no control or regulation. The Indian Delegation,Mr. Chairman,

finds it difficult to accept this principle. Anything which

commercially pays its way may be described as a productive

investment, and yet not all productive investments in this sense

may be necessary from the point of view of the particular country

receiving the international capital. Again, as is obvious,

these are different orders of Procuctivity, some projects are

productive in the short run and other productive only in the long

run, and perhaps only indirectly.
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From the point of view of the balance of payments position

of the country receiving international capital, it is of some

vital significance, Mr. Chairman, what proportion of the capital

resources goes into projects which increase production

immediately and what proportion goes into long-term projects.

Further, a free influx of foreign capital may hamper the growth

of local initiative and enterprise by enabling foreign investors

to capture an excessive proportion of the investment opportunities

available in any country.

For these among other reasons, on which I shill not dilate

at the present moment, Mr. Chairman, the Indian Delegation feels

strongly opposed to the specific reference to international

capital contained in the proposed amendment.

The second idea sought to be incorporated in this draft,

namely, "developing the economic resources of the world", can

be discussed more briefly. It will be notice that in the New

York draft this expression occurs in paragraph 1(b) where it

forms part of a connected. statement of objectives of national

and international action. The reason for putting it there was that

none of the other objectives mentioned in paragraph l(b) of the

New York draft, namely, expansion of world production, exchange

and consumption, high level of effective demand, reduction of

trade barriers :nd elimination of discrimination, fully coversthe

idea of development of the world's economic resources -that is,

the idea of promoting the development of all parts of the world

as distinct from expanding production, consumption and trade in

the world as a whole.

The mention of developing the world 's resources was,

therefore, appropriate in that place. The United States draft

pulls it out of that legitimate context and places it here in
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paragraph 2, which in our humble opinion is not the place for

it.

We have really no objection if the emphasis is maintained

as in the original draft, that is to say, if the sub-paragraph

stands: "To encourage and assist the industrial and general

economic development of Member countries, particularly of these

still in the early stages of industrial development", and if it

is found to be necessary and relevant at this stage to add an

additional paragraph.

On these questions, Mr. Chairman, the Indian Delegation

feels strongly opposed to the proposed amendment. We would

strongly urge that the original draft of that subparagraph

referring to the development of underdeveloped countries should

remain as it is, and if it is felt really necessary, at this

stage, to make a reference to the international flow of capital

and other means of assistance to development, another paragraph

may be added.

CHAIRMAN: The Delegate of China.

Mr. D.Y. DAO (China): Mr. Chairman, Article 1 of the New

York text and three amendments all contain two parts: one a

preamble, and the other a statement of purposes. As regards

purposes, we understand that a statement of purposes is but a

summary of functions which have been laid down in the Charter

and which are Designed to fulfil the purposes or to attain

objectives (whichever you would call it). Therefore, we feel

that the American amendment, with the exception of the reference

to international investment and the shifting of emphasis in

paragraph 2, is a logical arrangement, and itrepresents a clear

statement of the purposes.
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It is first set out in a positive manner, "the purposes

of the Organisation", and then we come to the negative side

of the purposes, and paragraph 5 summarises the different

Chapters in the Charter. We heard arguments on both sides as

to whether or not the purposes should be attributed to the

Organisation or to Members.

The Chinese Delegation feels that while it is true that the

Organisation has no purposes, if the Members participating in

the Organisation have different or divergent purposes, 'it is also

true that, on the other hand, it is unfortunate that we cannot

at all times find that Members have identical purposes. So we

think it is through the Organisation that Members would. work

towards common purposes, irrespective of conflicting interests

or conflicting purposes.

For instance, if we take the American Draft, which can be

interpreted that the purposes should be those of the States

party to the Charter, if we read, say, paragraph 2, the purpose

of a party to the Organisation is to develop the economic

resources of the world, etc., etc. - then I think it is obvious

we can infer the implication on any particular Member is to

develop the economic resources of the world, We know, of course,

that each Member would like to develop those of its own

particular country.
reads

Again, paragraph 3:/"To further the enjoyment, by

all countries, on equal terms, of access to the markets, products

and. productive facilities which are needed for their economic

prosperity and. development". So we feel that the purposes

stated in Chapter I should be attributed to the Organisation,

instead of to Members.

- 11 -
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We believe that Members should work for a common good.

for the good of the Organisation, but it is not necessary that

a Member will have at all times identical purposes with another

Member.

Then, with regard to a Preamble, we find that the South

African proposal is set out in broad terms and with a very high

idea, but we would like to make this remark, If there would be

no general Preamble to this Charter, when the Charter is

embodied in the final Act, perhaps it is desirable to have a

longer Preamble in Article 1. Incidentally, then it would bring

us to the question, whether in this Preamble we should

differentiate larger purposes from lesser purposes. That

question, we believe, depends upon our decision whether there

will be a general Preamble to the Charter, If there be a

general Preamble to the Charter, we believe that the South

African Amendment could be very well used in this connection;

otherwise, we prefer to have a longer Preamble in Article 1.

CHAIRMAN: The Delegate of the United States.

Mr. KELLOGG (United States): In reply to the comments of

the Delegates of Cuba, India and China, and with respect to our

Draft and. our suggested paragraph 2 on Economic Development,

the U.S. is entirely sympathetic to the views expressed to-day

about the importance of the economic development of the

countries still in the early stages of industrial development.

We have no intention of re-emphasising that matter in

putting in our suggestions on Article 1, and we are very sorry

indeed if we gave the impression to anybody here that we were

not sympathetic to this matter.



We are confident that some appropriate language will be worked

out by the Drafting sub-committee which will reflect fairly

the matters and concerns expressed in this Commission, and we

will certainly agree to that line. We are at the same time

glad to hear the Delegate of Indian express the view that he is

not unsympathetic to a fair reference somewhere in Article 1

to the importance of international investment.

CHAIRMAN: The Delegate of Brazil has asked to speak and,

as I mentioned at the outset of this meeting, we are anxious to

conclude the debate on Chapter I by 3.45, so I propose to close

the debate afterhearing from the Delegate of Brazil.

The Delegate of Brazil.

Mr. L.D.MARTINS (Brazil) (Interpretation): Mr. Chairman,

I have not asked for the floor to discuss the thesewhich were

put forward here yesterday and the theoretical considerations

which were put forward by the various Delegations. What I

went to do is to state our position on this Article and on

the amendments which have been presented.

As regards the various amendments which we have now before

us, I think our preference goes to the United States draft. We

find it more logical, clearer and more simple, but it ought to

be amended in conformitywith the suggestions which were

rightly made here.

I think that I would agree with what the Indian Delegate

has stated, and we do not think it right to delete sub-paragraph

(3) and, in fact, the text which is proposed by the United States

Delegation mentions the same purposes which are mentioned in

sub-paragraph (3), but, nevertheless, after reading the draft

which was adopted in NewYork, readers might get a wrong view

if that paragraph wre to be deleted, and this might be inter-

preted as a step backward in the consideration of the interest

E/PC/T/B/PV/21
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which has to be devoted to undeveloped countries. Therefore

this would be quite contrary to the position which was assumed

and taken up here by the various Delegations.
As regards the mention of the name of the Organization

itself, I do not think that it ought to be left to the end of

this Article but it ought to be put in the first place; that

would be a more pragmatic solution and a clearer one.

Mr. Chairman, you said yourself there were two things here:

first the objectives and the means to achieve these objectives,

but I think one cannot separate these objectives in two parts

- on one side the general objectives which could be considered

as the most important ones, and on the other hand objectives

which would not be so important. I do not think that this

would be a correct solution, because that would mean that to

oonsider whether some objectives are more important than others

one ought to be moved by a criterion which would, in fact, be

subjective. That would be left to the appreciation of Members

to know whether they considered some of the objectives more

important than others. One cannot separate them but should,

in fact, enumerate them in a logical order.

CHAIRMAN: Before we pass on to the vote, the Belgian

Delegate has asked to say a few words and, as we still have

12 minutes left, I propose to give him the floor.
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M. J. van TICHELEN (Belgium) (Interpretation): Mr. Chairman,

I would only like to recall the general meaning of our amendment,

which is almost similar to the South African amendment, and their

structure is practically the same. The discussion today has

confirmed in my mind the opinion that it is necessary to draw a

distinction between two categories of purposes. Several delegates

have shown, in their speeches, a marked preference for what has

been described as being their child. Others have suggested that

no decision should be taken now, and that the decision should be

left until a later stage, but if we do not introduce order in this

matter now, we shall leave all the disorder for the Organization

and this will be even worse.

I would like to give you an example to show that there may be

some insoluble contradiction on which the Organization may have to

take a decision when it will act as a Judge. Let me take the case

of a country which is strongly in favour of industrial development,

while another country considers that it is preferable to avoid

excessive fluctuations in world trade. In other words, one country

desires to speed up production, while the other is, for some reason,

of the opinion that production should be reduced. We have here two

conflicting interests and both points are equally sincere and

justifiable. The Organization will find itself in the present of

an extremely difficult problem because these two purposes will have

been definitely mentionedin theArticle on General Purposes, and

the Organization will, therefore, be bound by the Charter to give
satisfaction to both complainants. If we give the same weight and

importance to these two kinds of criteria, it will be practically
Impossible for the judge to pronounce upon such a conflict. Our
purpose is, therefore, to list a number of purposes among which no

contradiction is possible, and these general purposes are the
maintenance of peace, economic progress, social progress and full
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employment. This will make it :possible for the Organization to

resort to a small number of higher purposes when it will have to

pronounce between conflicting purposes. The Organization will

thus be in a position of a legal instrument to settle conflicts

that otherwise would prove insoluble, and this is the general

meaning of both our amendment and the South African amendment when

they say "To this end, the Organization will seek," or "for the

furtherance of these purposes, the Organization will seek". We

do think that these would afford, the Organization the most

appropriate means of solving such problems.

Mr. L.D, MARTINS (Brazil): (Interpretation): Mr. Chairman, I

would like to answer the Belgian Delegate by just stating that he

has supposed and assumed that there should be a conflict, but this

conflict is non-existent because, if it existed, we would not be

here to discuss the purposes and, setting up of an International

Organization,

CHIRMIAN: We have now had a very full discussion of the three

proposal that are before us,in relation to Chapter I. Eleven

delegations have expressed their views on these proposals. Some

delegations have made more than one speech, and I therefore think

the time has now come to refer these proposals to the Sub-Committee

on Chapter VIII, to whom we have entrusted the proposals in

relation to both Chapters I and II. Before,however, referring

the three proposals to the Sub-Committee, it is necessary, as I

pointed out at the end of our meeting last night, that, we should give
the Sub-Committee some guidance on the question of principle. It

is implicit in the policy of the Belgian and South African proposals,

namely that the purpose thaw we should, first of all, set forth, is

the purposes,and after that the means of attaining these purposes.
With regard to the remarks of those delegates who have expressed the

view that they would not like to vote on this question at the

E/PC/T/B/PV/21
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present time, I wish to assure all Members of the Commission that

this is in no sense a final or irrevocable vote. The vote is

simply being taken for the guidance of the Sub-Committee in order

that they may obtain the sense of the Commission on this important

question. If, after the Sub-Committee has established a text and

that text comes back to the Preparatory Committee, the Preparatory

Committee will be perfectly free to reverse the decision that has

been reached by this Commission and any Member of this Commission,
without exposing himself to a charge of inconsistency, will be able

to vote in a different manner from that of today. I hope that all

the delegates who have expressed reluctance to vote will be able

to do so.
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Will those members of the Commission who are in favour of the

principle inherent in the Belgian and South African proposals that,

first of allthere should be studied the purposes, and after that,
the means of attaining those purposes, please raise their hands.

(7 Members voted in favour and 7 against).

CHAIRMAN:I am afraid the Sub-committee will not get much
7.

guidance because the voting was 7 to I think we shall now have to

leave it to the Sub-committee to endeavour to provide a draft, along

with the other questions which we have discussed. I think the

discussion has served a very useful purpose and the Sub-committee

will have more guidance than they would have had if this discussion

had not taken place.

Is it agreed that we should refer the three proposals and

Chapter I to the Sub-committee ?

(The proposal was agreed).

CHAIRAMAN:We will now pass to Chapter II - MEMBERSHIP

M. ROYER (France) (Interpretation).
Mr. Chairman, you have decided to refer the examination of

Chapter I to the Sub-committee which is now examining Chapter VIII.

I would like to mention that this Sub-committee has a very heavy

Agenda before it, and I wonder if it would not be possible to rec-

commend to that Sub-committee to divide itself up so that the

examination of both Chapters could be achieved at the same time,and

in a parallel manner. I do not know if all Delegations would fin d

it possible to attend the meetings if those meetings were to take

place at tho same time, but I know that the French Delegation would
be interested in seeing hastened as far as possible the discussions

on Chapter I and Chapter II.
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CHAIRMAN: We have already decided that this Chapter I should

be referred to the standing sub-committee on Chapter VIII. I do

not thinly that the setting up of a separate sub-committee would

entirely solve the situation, because it would be necessary that the

same delegations, in a number of instances, should be represented

on both sub-committees, and those delegations have only a limited

number of men, and in most cases have only one man who is working

on Chapter VIII is well as Chapters I and II. It might meet the

points raised by the Delegate of France it we were to ask the

sub-committee to give priority to their consideration of Chapters I

and II.

If that is agreed, we shall ask the Chairman of the sub-committee

on Chapter VIII to give early consideration to the proposals in

relation to Chapters I and II.

With respect to Chapter II, we have proposals submitted by the

United Kingdom Delegation and the United States Delegation. The

United. Kingdom Delegation has proposed a new text in relation to

article 2. The United States Delegation has proposed amendments

to the New York text.

We shall, first of all, take up the United Kingdom proposal,

the essential feature of which is the provision for Associated
while

Members comprising those Customs territories who not having

full autonomy in relation to their international relations, have

full autonomy in respect of customs and all other matters provided

for in the Draft Charter.

The discussion is now open on the amendment.

J. E/PC/T/B/PV/21
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Sir Stafford CRIPPS (United Kingdom): Mr. Chairman, perhaps

I may move the amendment of the United Kingdom Delegation, which

we regard as one of very great importance.

We ard -most anxious that the territory ant area covered by

the Organisation should be as wide as possible, andn that the

representations on the Orge.nisation should be as truly democratic

as possible. As you have mentioned, there are certain territories

which, while being responsible for their own international trade

obligations and for their own internal trade Organisation, are

yet not international personalities in the full sense of the word.

Such territories, to give an example, are Burma, Ceylon, and

Southern Rhodesia.

We believe that it is very desirable that those territories

should be able to undertake and implement the various obligations

under the International Trade Organisation, being territories which

have a substantial stake in world trade and in all the matters

with which the Charter is concerned, they are fully self-governing.

The metropolitan country has, it is true, formal responsibility

for their international obligations at the present moment; but

cannot undertake the actual implementation of those obligations

which will be assumed under the International Trade Organisation.

We therefore think it is not only desirable, but obviously equitable,

that the representatives of those territories should take part in

the activities of the Organisation when matters for which they will

themselves be responsible later on are being discussed.

The form in which we have proposed the amendment divides

the classification of membership into two categories; first of all,

full Members of the Organisation, and secondly, persons termed.

"Associates". The full Members fall into three categories.

V - 20 -
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First of all, the States invited to the World Conference who

automatically become Members under the procedure of Article 88.

secondly, States who are Members of the United Nations, but who do

not accept the invitation to the, World Conference, but later decide

that they wish to adhers to the International Trade Organization.

thirdly, States who are not Members of the United Nations which,

either because they did not accept, or because they did not receiver

an invitation, did not attend the World Conference, but which also

later wished to adhere to the International Trade Organization.

Then paragraph 2 deals with that other classification of

territories which I have mentioned, separate Customs territories

not fully independent but possessing in all matters with which the

Charter is concerned full autonomy. Those are divided into two

classes - firstly, those invited to the World Conference who, if

they wish, would be able automatically to become Members when the

matropolitan State which has the nominal international

responsibility for them had complied with the procedure laid down

in Article 83; and secondly, those not invited to the World

Conference who could only become Assooiatas after the Organization

had approved their application made in due form.

Now, not only is it necessary to make provision for those

categories that I have mentioned, but it is also necessary to

make special provision, we believe, for Trust territories

administered by the United Nations, and also the free territory of

Trieste when the Trieste Statute enters into force, and those are

dealt with in a paragraph in this suggested amendment.

We hope very much that this more logical and precise analysis

of the categories of membership will be introduced in place

of the existing Article 2, and in sub-paragraph 4 of the new
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suggested Article, we leave the question of the rights and

obligations of Associates, as against Members, to be determined

by the Organization. We feel that this is the logical step

to take, because th sc persons will, we hope, themselves be

Members of the Organization, and they will be able to take part

then in the discussions as to what the precise Difference should

be between th, status of an associate and of a Member. We hope,

therefore, that the Commission will see its way to adopt the

amendment that we suggest.
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CHAIRMAN (Interpretation): Do any Members of the Commission

wish to speak to the United Kingdom proposal which has just

beenintroduced by Sir Stafford Cripps?

The Delegate of the Netherlands.

Mr. VAN TUYLL (Netherlands); Mr. Chairman, the Netherlands

Delegation is very favourable to the Amendment which has been

put forward by the United Kingdom Delegation. We also think

that it is very important to have collaboration with the ITO by

those territories which are fully autonomous in the conduct of

matters which relate to this Charter. We think it is important

not only for those territories but also for the ITO itself,

because there will be some of those territories who are much

more important for the Organisation, and. international trade,

than quite a few independent Members.

As you will probably know, Mr. Chairman, at this moment

there are discussions going on between the authorities conoerned

about a review of the constitutional relations between the

territories now forming part of the Kingdom of the Netherlands,

and as it is very likely that during the process towards

independence some of these territories will have at one stage full

autonomy in matters relating to this Charter, we would certainly

like to see them co-operate - in the form of associates, to be

determined at a later stage of the Conference - in the work of

the ITO.

Therefore, for those reasons, we support the British

Amendment.

CHAIRMAN: The Delegate of France.
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Mr. ROYER (France) (Interpretation): The French

Delegation is grateful to the United Kingdom Delegation for

having clearly stated the problem of Membership in the

International Trade Organisation; and in this connection the

United Kingdom Draft Amendment is a substantial improvement

on the New York Draft.

We consider that it was wise to provide in sub-paragraph (2)

of paragraph 1 of the Draft that any State Member of the United

Nations not represented at the United. Nations Conference on

Trade and Employment can become a Member without having to

undergo the procedure laid down in the New York Draft - that is

to say, without a special,vote being take by the Conference,

We also consider that the distinction between Members and.

non-Members of the United Nations is extremely useful.

Similarly we consider that the paragraph of the United Kingdom

Draft relating to Trust territories administered by the United

Nations is also useful, and. we feel that it was essential to

have a provision with regard. to the free territory of Trieste,

because according to the New York text, this territory could not

be covered by any of the existing categories.
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As regards Associate Members, we are very anxious, like the

United Kingdom and the Netherlands representatives, that over-

seas territories should be associated with the Trade Organization,

but, when a draft resolution was discussed at the Chairman's

Committee, I should like to recall that the French Delegation

made some reservations purely on legal grounds and for reasons of

what I might call international courtesy.

The introduction of new Members would indeed be a novelty

in public international law. We consider that it would be

ditfficult for the Preparatory Committee to come to conclusions

that are nit in conformity with rules already established for

other organizations of the United Nations, and for these reasons

the French Delegation suggested at the Chairman's Committee that

these constitutional questions should be referred to the

Economic and Social Council for their advice,

We are therefore of the opinion that the position of this

Commission should be in harmony with the position adopted at the

Chairman's Committee and that, before settling this matter

definitely, it should be possible for the Economic and Social

Council to examine the whole problem and to see to what extent

it is possible to create within the Organization a category of

countries which has not been provided for with regard to other

specialized agencies.

CHAIRMAN: The Delegate of the United States.

Mr. E.H.KELLOGG (United States): Mr. Chairman, the United

States has always favoured steps which would conduct to the poli-

tical and economic development of dependent territories. According

we are sympathetic to the idea behind the British amendment, There

are, however; a few points in connection with the terms of the

amendment which we would like to raise.
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First, as to the United Kingdom's paragraph 1 we notice that

the United Kingdom suggests the suppression of the idea now con-

tained in the New York Draft, of the distinction between original

Members and other Members, the other Members being subject to a
and

screening process on the part of the Conference, /it seems to us

quite reasonable for the Charter of the Organization to provide a

kind of mild pressure to get prompt ratification of the Charter

within the next two or three years, after the Charter has been

approved. It seems to us, therefore, that the provision for a

sorsening process on the part of the Conference, through which

States who do not ratify promptly must. pass, is not unreasonable,

We would like to have this matter considered by the subcommittee

at greater length,

Secondly, with respect to the status of Associates, we notice

that the United Kingdom suggests Associates may, If the Conference

so decides, receive a vote. If the Associates then receive a vote,

it becomes somewhat difficult to see what difference there is

between. an Associate with a vote and any other normal Member. This,

in turn, raises the question of how does an Associate pass from the

status of an Associate to the status of a full Member. This is not

a question which I think we could settle here, but I would like to

.raise it and put it before the sub-committee.

Finally, we see there is a difference in the way in which the

United Kingdom suggestion handles the trusteeship territories and

the present draft of Article 2. Although this differences may not

be very important, it seams to us to be sufficiently important to

receive the further consideration of the sub-committee.

CHAIRMAN: The Delegate of Norway.

Mr. Erik COLBAN (Norway): Mr. Chairman, I shall not go into

E/PC/T/B/PV/21.S
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any technical details. I would only like to say that the idea

of the United Kingdom proposal strongly appeals to me. I think

that the observations of the Delegate of France can be met by

saying that, after all, we are not creating new States; we are

simply making it possible for these territories to co-operate.

We all agree it is very important for it to be possible for these

territories to continue to work in our Organization and I do not

think it necessary, before we define our attitude in this problem,

to obtain any advice or any opinion on the part of the Economic

and Social Council.

I strongly recommend that the sub-committee should go into the

points raised by the United States Delegte and I do not think

there will be any great difficulty in finding a proper solution

of all these points.
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Dr. GUSTAVO GUTIERREZ (Cuba): Mr. Chairman, we feel a great
.sympathy for the British amendment because it gives facility to the
economic and political development of certain groups of territories,
but at the present moment we do not see how we can reconcile that

sympathy with the actual status of international law. We are
absolutely in favour of the principle of equality of nations, and
we are very much afraid that either we give to those territories
exactly the same rights and exactly the same duties that all the

Members of the ITO possess, or else we wreck the principle of

equality, and we are not in a position break that principle for any
other consideration. That is why we feel very much embarrassed as

Members of this Preparatory Committee to carry out such a daring
proposition, because I do not know if we are an Organzation outside
of the United. Nations. On the contrary, I think that the ITO is

an agency of the United Nations as a whole. We are not a different
United Nations, but the same one as, for example, the one at Lake
Success with the Security Council, the Assembly and all other
Organizations, and we cannot have a different type of Organization
than the United Nations itself. It seems that this problem was

considered by the United Nations at San Francisco and elsewhere, and
it was solved at that time by Article 4 of the Charter of the United

nations s which probably gives a solution to this problem. It is
said in the Charter: "Membership in the United nations is open to
all peace-loving States which accept the obligations contained
in the present charter and in the judgment of the Organization, are:

anyable and willing to carryoeut these obligations. The admisoion of/
-uch State toMemebership intzhe UnitedNsaion:s will be affected by

decisiono_f the General Assem.bly, pon t he rceomrvndation of the

ecurityiCouncil". If we coudi have the possibility of establishing
.a provision like that, leaving to the GneralAsssembly here and to
-he excoutive bodies, this decision, any f± theterriItories that the

ritishi amendment is il-lig& to bringintot the category of Members



of the United Nations Organization for Trade and Employment, could
be Members of this Organization. We will not prevent that, and I

am sore that the Cuban Delegation would be ready to vote for its

admittance at any time, but I think it is very dangerous to give

such a wide definition that we would not know how many territories

are in that position. There may be three, or there may be twenty,

I do not know, because our autonomous position will not

depend on international society but on the decisions of the nations

having their political representation, and in the second place, by

all means, the Sub-Committee should study the question of this

division of Members against which we feel very strongly. It they

are to be Members, they should be Members with full rights. We do

not favour the division of membership among Members and associate

Members. If they have accepted to be Members, they should be

Members with the same rights and the same duties, otherwise this

paragraph 4 establishes that the rights and obligations of

associations shall be determined by the Organization, and this leaves

open a question of paramount importance.

We do not consider yet the question of the vote, because
not

something very important has been developed called a vote, and we do/
know yet how this will work in connection with the way to vote.

Nevertheless, we will always be in favour of one nation, one vote,

and if there are forty more nations, we do not care, we shall vote

for them also,

Mr. A.P.van derPOST (South Africa): Mr. Chairman,I think
we all share the view or equality expressed by the Cuban
Delegate, but I would point out that all Members of the family have

equal rights. Nevertheless, a child of five would find he is not

allowed the same Privileges as the child of ten, nor is the child

of ten allowed the same privileges as the boy of fifteen, and the boy

of Sixteen, the same privileges as the young man of twenty-five.
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Time and development of a structure are required for the boy of

fifteen before he can act as a man of twenty-five. Now, the

British proposal fully recognizes this equality, and also these

differences. In the view of the South African Delegation, the

proposal reflects fully the British commercial, economic, social

and political thoughts and practices to grant full equality and

rights to adults, and place facilities at the disposal of the

young generation to gain experience, prepare themselves for

manhood and the assumption of the obligations which manhood brings.

Therefore, we are fully in support of the United Kingdom proposal.
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There is just one more point, Mr. Chairman - the incorporation

of this principle in the Charter of the United Nations would enable

us to welcome our neighbours, Northern and Southern Rhodesia, into

this family of nations.

CHAIRMAN: The Delegate of China.

MR. D.Y. DAO (China): Mr. Chairman, the Chinese Delegation
is in agreement with the idea behind the United Kingdom's proposal,

particularly with regard to the independent Customs territories,

because we believe that the International Trade Organization, if

it is going tobe a going concern, should be broadly based, and I

believe that not only Member States but all other territories would

have a vital interest in the activities of the Organization. The

activities of the Organization will affect,not only Member States,

but also the millions of peoples now living in these territories.

Therefore, we are in agreement with the proposal of the

United Kingdom Delegation, and we are also content to leave the

question of their rights and obligations to be determined by the

Organization, because we think that the Organization will be wise

enough to define their rights and obligations in the light of

reality, as well as the purposes for which we set up this Organization.

CHAIRMAN: The delegate of Australia.

MR. A.H. TANGE (Australia): Mr. Chairman, I wish to add the

support of the Australian Delegation to the United Kingdom

proposal concerning Associate Membership. We have nothing to add

to the reasons given by the Delegate of the United Kingdom, which

are completely acceptable to us.

The Delegate of Cuba raised the question of the possibility

of creating equal rights among Members and Associates. It seems
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to, me that the United Kingdom Draft leaves that question to be

determined by tho Conference of the Organization; the question of

both the rights and the obligations of Associates in the United

Kingdom Draft is left to the Organization, although one should say

in passing, I think, that in fact many of the obligations of these

territories are determined by the Charter itself, and it seemst o

me that that fact adds weight to the United Kingdom proposal.

I recall that at the World Health Conference, where a similar

proposal was made for the admission of Associate Members, it was

agreed that there should be provision for Associate Membership for

territories of the kind which we are now discussing, but because of

tho kind of difficulties which the Delegate of Cuba raised concerning
the number of territories which might be eligible for entering

into the Organization under this category, it was deicidedto leave

it to the assembly of the World Health Organization to determine

exactly the rights and obligations of these territories.

The Delegate of the United States drew attention to the fact

that the United Kingdom Draft ommits the former distinction between

orginal Members and, those Member States who later elect to take up

Membership. It seems to us that very little is lost by omitting

that distinction. It always seems to us that if a State declines

immediately to join an International Organization, it does that for

very good reasons, and in weighing up those reasons against the

possibility of joining later, the Organization may impose conditions

on its entry. It seems to me that the good reasons which preveiled

in the first place would continue to prevail, and therefore the

mild sanction of which the United States Delegate speaks would

seem to have very little force.

E/PC/T/B/PV/21
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I have one minor comment on the United Kingdom text, that is,

I would suggest that consideration be given to altering the Word

"Organization" where it appears in paragraph 1 (iii), paragraph 2 (ii),

and paragraph 4 to "Conference". In this Charter, powers given

to the Organization fall automatically into the Conference, but

unless the Confercnce is specified, the power does rest upon the

Conference to delegate the function, and we have adopted the

practice that, in all those cases where we believe that the power

should reside only in tho Conference, we specify the Conference,

and it would seem to me that this was the type of case where the

powers of decision could rest on the Conference alone and that there

should be no powers of delegation.

E/PC/T/B/PV/21
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CHAIRMAN: The Delegate of Brazil.

Mr. L.D. MARTINS (Brazil) (Interpretation): Mr. Chairman,

I would like to state, first of all, that the proposal of the

United Kingdom Delegation meets with cut complete approval,

because its ideas are moved by a spirit which is quite in

conformity with the policy and the constant tradition of Brazil

itself .

Now, I would like to make a remark on paragraph 4. This

paragraph is very short, only containing two lines, but,

nevertheless, it is extremely important. I think that it ought

to be examined at the same time as Article 64, which relates to

the Vote, because, as the Cuban Delegate rightly pointed out just

now, certain proposals in this Article 64, and the solution which

is given to the procedure of voting in the Organization, might

perhaps conflict with this paragraph. The matter of this

paragraph will have to be solved one way or the other - in

parallel with the way that the voting question itself is solved.

In fact, as the Australian Delegate pointed out just now, the

word "Organization" ought to be replaced by the word "Conference".

If you look at Article 66, paragraph 1, you will see that the

Conference has the power to determine the question of voting and

of voting of Members and Associates, if associates were to be

created. Therefore this question of Associates might change

the whole question of voting, and might in itself be changed

following the solution which is taken and which is adopted on

this question of voting. I would suggest that this quetion

of Associates should only be taken up after this question of

Article 64 on voting is discussed.

CHAIRMAN: The Delegate of Chile.
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CHAIRMAN: The Delegate of Chile.

Mr. FAIVOVICH (Chile) (Interpretation): Mr. Chairman,

I shall not repeat here the remarks which I have already made

at the Chairman's Committee, but I will merely state a few ideas

in connection with the Amendment.

The Trade Organisation will be a branch of the United

Nations, and therefore I consider that to accept an Amendment

authorising countries which enjoy autonomy with regard to

their trade relations to take part in the Organisation is to

violate the principle of equality laid down in the Charter of

the United Nations.

On the other hand, to accept this Amendment would be to

open the door to a number of territories whose number and

characteristics are not entirely unknown, and which have not

their own standing in international law. They have not internal

or external political organs which correspond to fully sovereign-

ty of State,whichmakes it possible f or them to sign an instrument

like this Charter.

Furthermore, the question has also a political aspect in

connection with the number of votes which will be enjoyed by

certain Member States. If the question has this political scope

we must finally admit that the position taken by the Chairmen

of Delegations to refer the matter to the Economic and Social

Council is the most reasonable. Indeed, the Preparatory

Committee under its own terms of reference cannot accept the

British Amendment, and therefore to our regret we cannot

support the Delegate of the United Kingdom.

CHAIRMAN: The Delegate of Canada.
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Mr. ANGUS (Canada): Mr. Chairman, the Canadiain Delegation

is in favour of the Proposal that customs, territories which

enjoy full autonomy in customs matters, which are the only

authorities which can give effect to the provisions of the

Charter in respect of their territories, should be associated

with the Organisation; and the method adopted or suggested.

the method of according associate membership - seems to us an

appropriate one for recognising the position of communities

which have all the powers necessary for Membership in a

functional Body of, this character, even though they have not

the powders necessary for Membership in the United Nations.

I can see some difficulties with regard to paragraph 4;

perhaps not quite those that have been pointed out by earlier

speakers. If the rights and obligations of an associate

are to be determined by the Organisation, .or by the Conference.

it means that they cannot be determined until after the date

on which these three territories have been asked to join, or

at least allowed to join; and you may put them in the rather

curious position of having to decide whether to join an

Organisation or not, before they know what their rights and.

obligations will be.

I can see some practical difficulties there - that their

financial obligations might conceivably be heavy, and their

voting power very low, or something of that sort, Then they

might have some hesitation about it; but I cannot see that

the, other Members should. be worried. as to what might happen.
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M.J. van TICHELEN (Belgium) (Interpretation): My Dele-

gation, too, is in sympathy with the United Kingdom amendment. My

country has always been traditionally favourable to the ideas of

democracy and equality and we consider that this proposal affords

us a now opportunity to show this traditional position on our part.

Legal objections have been raised, to the effect that in

International Law certain territories were not treated on a tooting

of equality and that therefore it was difficult to treat them on that

same footing in an economic organizations I do not consider these

objections as valid. If in Common Law there are principles regarding

equality, and if all the Members of a political organization cannot

welcome such territories, this should not be the case in an economic

organization: in fact, in the Constitutional Law of a number of

countries the distinction between the country and the territories

is admitted. For example, in our national law we recognize the

existence not only of minors and adults but also of an intermediate

category, which we call emancipated minors, which do not enjoy full

rights but nevertheless can be given a number of rights to sign and

to conclude agreements, etc. I think that these territories should

be treated here in a similar way if, politically speaking, they are

treated otherwise.

This is not only a question of democracy and political doctrine;

it is also a question of interest. Our Delegation has always been

in favour of the rapid development of territories which have not yet

reached the stage of the fullest possible development. They must

have the right to speak, to defend their rights, and thus gradually

to acquire their full developments

As the under-developed countries have a more favourable economic

situation, I think that this will be favourable to the interests of

older countries, because they will thus have better clients.

CHAIRMAN: Are there any other speakers?
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Sir Stafford Cripps.

Sir STAFFORD CRIPPS (United Kindom): Mr. Chairman, perhaps

I may very shortly reply to some of the points that have been raised

I will not deal with the points in detail, such as those raised by

the United States Delegation, which are obviously very suitable to

be considered by the sub-committee.

There seem to be three main points of principle which have been

raised. The first is the question of the relationship of Inter-

national Law to the creation of these Associate Members, and I would

point out that we are not suggesting here the creation of new

international persons for all purposes. It is a question of a

specific function and for the purposes of that function I think it

is generally recognised that these associate territories would be

fully capable of carrying out the purposes of the Organization and

accepting the responsibilities.

I would point out that this is not a new departure in inter-

national organization. Under the World Health Organization, in

Article 8 of Chapter III, an almost precisely similar arrangement has

been made: "Territories or groups of territories which are not

responsible for the conduct of their international relations may be

admitted as Associate Members by the Health assembly upon application
made on behalf of such territory by the Member or other authority

having responsibility for their international relations," and so on,

so that it is a matter which has already been dealt with,

Secondly comes the point of the relationship to UNO and where,

by adopting this form of Membership, the idea would then be contrary

to any of the provisions of the UNO Charter.

I would draw the attention of Delegates to the fact that the ITO

will not be a branch of UNO. It is a specialized agency set up

under the aegis of UNO, but It is a specialized agency for the very
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purpose that; it has particular functions andit contemplates

therefore a membership different from that of UNO.

If I may take the exemple of the fullmembership under Part I,
sub-paragraph (3) of our suggested amendment , any State not a

Member of the United Nations may become a Member of the ITO. That,

of course, would not bc possible if the membership of ITO had to be

the same as that of UNO.

Now it is to be noticed that If these territories are not

allowed to come in as Members or Associate Members, then the trade

and commerce of their areas must inevitably be wholly left of

the International Trade Organization and responsibilities, because

the metropoliton States which are responsible for their international

relations in. other matters are not able to discharge, in respect of

those territories, the functions which the ITO demands. Therefore,

unless this method is adopted of bringing them in, their territories

will remain outside the range of any of the regulations which we are

trying to bring into international trade, and that would be a very

serious matter, in my view, for the International Trade Organization,

Thirdly, I think that a number of Delegatesare concerned with

the question of how many of these associate Members are there likely

to be, and what will be the result upon the voting under Article 64.

I would explain, Mr. Chairman, that so far as we are concerned

this is only a trensitory state, the state, which would qualify for

Associate membership. In the development of self-government a

stage is frequently or almost always passed through, in which the

economic control is passed to the local government, while broader

questions of international policy may still remain in the hands

of the metropolitan government.

I gave Burma as an example of the countries I mentioned. It

is almost certain - I hope it is certain - that by the end of this

year, or very shortly afterwards, Burma will be a fully independent
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State, in a position to apply for full membership of UNO, and she

would then pass from this transitory state of associateship into

the state of full membership, and that is the normal course of

development so far as we see the matter in this respect,

Of course, the question of voting under Article 64 must be

regarded in the light of what the membership is, and therefore

Article 2 and Article 64 must be considered closely together,

and I have no doubt at all that that will be done and that in the

Conference, when the two Articles come to be considered, they will

decide upon the way in which the voting shall take place, in the

light ot what they have decided as regards the membership there

shall be.

I am very grateful for the very general measure of support

that has been given to the idea which lies behind this, and I hope

that the Commission will allow the matter now to go to the sub-

committee, in order that the various suggestions of amendment may

there be carefully considered.
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CHAIRMAN: Before we decide to refer the United Kingdom
proposal to the sub-committee, it might, be useful if I were to

sum up the discussion which we have had on this important subject.

So far as the proposal to provide representation in the

Organization of separate Customs territories having autonomyin the

conduct of their external relations, is concerned, ten delegations

have expressed themselves in favour of the principle of this

proposal, namely, the delegations of the United Kingdom, Netherlands,

United States, Norway, South Africa, China, Australia, Canada,

Belgium and Brazil. The Delegation of Brazil proposes that

consideration of this question be deferred until after the question

of voting has been discussed, but as it is noted, this Commission

will be discussing, the question of voting next week, and the

sub-committee to whom we propose to refer the United Kingdom

proposal will also have to takeinto account the question of voting.

Two Delegations have spoken against the United Kingdom proposal

as being contrary to the principle of equality in international law,

namely, Cuba and Chile.

The Delegation of France has proposed reference to the

Economic and Social Council. This suggestion has also been

supported by the Delegation of Chile.

The Delegations of the United States and Australia have

raised drafting points, which can be considered by the sub-committee.

I therefore suggest that we now refer the United Kingdom

proposal to the sub-committee, taking into account the views which

have been expressed in this debate.

MR. L.D. MARTINS (Brazil) (Interpretation): Just one

correction, Mr. Chairman, I have expressed myself in favour of

the United Kingdom amendment. I have only made a reservation

with regard to paragraph 4 of this amendment, which should be drafted

in conformity with the question of voting.

J .
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DR. G. GUTIERREZ (Cuba): I am sorry that I have to correct

the Chair, but Cuba is not opposed. to the admittance of the

territories, but only expresses doubts in relation to the juridical

question that it raises, and at the same time I would remind the

Commission that the mattershould be referred to the Economic and

Social Council.

MR. F. GARCIAOLDINI (Chile) (Interpretation): The position

of the Chilean Delegation can be interpreted as being almost

similar to that of the Delegation of Cuba. We consider that the

matter should be settled first by the Economic and Social Council.

CHAIRMAN: Duenot will be taken of these further remarks

by the Delegates of Brazil, Cuba and Chile, who have further

expressed. their position. I thank them for having corrected me

in the statements I made.

- Is the Commission now agreed to refer the United kingdom

proposal to the sub-committee,

Mr ROYER (France) (Interpretation): Mr. Chairman, the

French Delegation has no objection to referring this problem to the

sub-Committee, but before the question is solved finally by the

Commissionitself, we would like to wait for the decision of the

Economic and Social Council on matters referring to Burma, Ceylon

and Southern Rhodesia.

J.
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The reasons why we would not like to see a final decision

taken before the recision of the Economic and Social Council

is known are of a general character, and also because similar

questions are now being studied by other bodies depending on

the Economic and Social Council I am referring here to the

Far Eastern Commission, and it would seem unwise if contra-

dictory conclusions were to be reached by two sets of bodies both

depending upon the Economic and Social Council.

We underlined in the discussion in the Chairmen's Committee

that, in fact, the problem which had arisen was to solve a

precise question, raised by the United Kingdom - the question of

the application of Burma, Ceylon and Southern Rhodesia and, as

the United Kingdom Delegate himself painted out, to cover the

transitory period for the three territories. This was only a

provisional problem which was circumscribed in Article - 2.

It seems to us to solve a precise problem of a temporary nature.

We were asked to set up a standing and permanent mechanism, and

I think that a solution could be found to this precise problem

by adding at the end of Article 2 the territories which were

qualified under paragraph 3 of the British proposal.

CHAIRMAN: The sub-Committee will be able to study this

question in the light of the discussion which has taken place in

the Commission, and it will always be open to the Delegate of

France to re-open the question when the Report of the

sub-Committee is referred to the Preparatory Committee, and by

that time, no doubt, the Economic and Social Council will have

acted on the Report of the Preparatory Committee which is being

submitted to it.

Does the Commission agree that the proposal of the United

Kingdom be referred to a sub-Committee?
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M. F. Garcia OLDINI (Chile) (Interpretation): I adhere

to the remarks made by the French representative with regard to

the procedure. It would be useful to wait for the opinion of

the Economic and Social Council.

CHAIRMAN: I have already ruled that the sub-Committee can

proceed, and it would be open to any Delegate to raise this

question in the Preparatory Committee after the Report of the

sub-Committee has been received. The reference to the sub-

Committee is approved?
(Approved)

We now have to consider the proposals of the United States

Delegation, which involve amendments to the New York text. I

take it that these can be regarded as drafting points which we

can refer to the sub-Committee without further discussion?

The Delegate of the United States.

Mr. E.H. KELLOGG (United; States): Mr. Chairman, I have

nothing to say in addition to the notes already included in the

paper we are now discussing.

CHAIRMAN: Is the Commission agreed that this proposal of

the United States Delegation should be referred to the sub-Committee?

(Agreed)

--There will be a short meeting of the sub-Committee on

Chapter VIII in this room, following this meeting, to discuss further

organisation.

There being no further business, Commission B will adjourn

until Monday at 2.30 p.m. when we will consider the Report on

Article 30 and also Article 45.

(The meeting rose at 5.40 p.m.)
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